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*  Tales From Firozsha Baag (1987, Penguin), Rohinton  Mistry’s  first book, is a collection of stories 

about the residents of a Parsi-dominated apartment complex in Mumbai, named Firozsha Baag . 

* ‘Ghost of Firozsha Baag ’; a story rich in humour and anecdotal detail is part of the same  

collection. It is a story about a Goan Christian woman who works as an ayah for a Parsi family 

residing in Firozsha Baag. Her name is Jacqueline but her employer’s family have, over the several 

decades that she has been working for them , called her Jaakaylee ; a convenient pronunciation of 

their own. 

*  The Plot of the story begins with, Jaykaylee sighting  a ghost, on the staircase landing, as she 

returns to her employer’s house, after midnight mass,in the early hours of Christmas morning. Both, 

‘Seth’ and ‘Bai’ the Master and Lady of the house were dismissive of their ayah’s ghost story, even 

the  neighbours made fun of her when they heard about the ghost. The ghost on the other hand 

became bolder and persistent in his attention to Jaykaylee. Within a few months he made it his 

weekly habit to visit her, every Friday night and share her bed. Back in her village in Goa, everyone 

believed in ghosts, but here in Bombay , having already been teased about the ghost, she could not 

risk sharing more details with anyone, for fear of being  considered crazy and asked to return to her 

village. So she endured the ghost’s indiscreet behaviour quietly. The ghost’s indiscretions reminded 

her of Cajetan, the village flirt, who would on the sly, take liberties with young girls like her. That was 

forty nine years ago, when she was in her early teens. Now that she was a sixty three year old ayah, 

‘fat and ugly’; self-deprecatingly as she described herself, the naughty behaviour of the ghost 

continued to baffle her. For almost a year she lived with this secret, however with the approach of 

Christmas, she decided to unburden herself and confessed all the details about the ghost’s mischief 

to the church priest. Father D’Silva assured her that she was blameless as she did not desire the 

ghost’s company and he also invoked Holy Blessings upon her, and thereafter she was no longer 

visited by the ghost. 

*  The Climax of the story , initiates a reversal of sorts. On New Year’s Eve, the employer couple left 

for a party, having given the responsibility of watching over the children to Jaykaylee. Unable to 

sleep, late into the night as she waited for them to return, she stepped into the balcony outside the 

flat. As it was a little cold, she had wrapped herself in a white sheet, covering her head also. Past 

midnight,  when they returned, the memsahib got the shock of her life as stepping out of the car, 

she looked up towards the balcony and sighted the figure in white. For her it was the ghost! The idea 

took over her mind so completely , that neither reason nor reassurance worked for her.  

*  The denouement, or the concluding part of the story, is about the Bai’s newfound respect for 

Jaykaylee and her ghost  lore. Ignoring the neighbours’ mockery, she arranged for a special Parsi 

ritual performed by Dustoorji. Doubtful of its efficacy in exorcising the ghost, she took matters in her 

own hands, seeking  Jaykaylee’s cooperation  she performed the final ritual, to chase away the 

ghost. In her position as the domestic helper, Jaykaylee  could not openly ridicule her employer’s 



preoccupation with the ghost but it was certainly her turn to be amused at the latter’s superstitious 

credulity . 

* The Setting of the story in a limited sense is the household where Jaykaylee works, but it extends 

to the fully realized sense of an affluent Parsi community, at home in The Firozshah Baag  apartment 

complex in Bombay. To this setting Jaykaylee remains an outsider, even though she has lived and 

worked here for the better part of her life. Socio-economic as well as regional-cultural differences 

set her apart. The narrative develops through the interweaving of these different worlds in 

Jaykaylee’s consciousness. The fully realized social contexts give a well rounded authenticity to  

Characterization in the story; whether it is that of Jaykaylee herself or Seth and Bai ; her employer 

couple, or even those who become part of the labyrinthine, anecdotal narration.           

*  The Point of View, is Jaykaylee’s throughout the story, as she is the narrator. She is a sixty three 

year old ayah, who has spent forty nine years of her life in the service of the rich Parsi family in 

Bombay. The memories of growing up in Panjim remain vivid with her, as also that of the journey 

from Goa to Bombay to start her working life as a fourteen year old. Coming from a poor ,village 

background , working for rich city-dwellers; negotiating  and observing the differences of class,  

customs, language , her narration is rich in detail and makes detours between past and present . Her 

marginalised status, in the family of the employer, gives a piquant irony to her retelling of the 

interaction between master and servant.    
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